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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes technical modifications implemented by INVAP to improve 

the safety of the Research Reactors the company designs and builds. 

 

Although it is true that no accidental situations involving risk or consequences for 

the public are on record in all of the long history of Research Reactors anywhere in 

the world, there is no doubt that all efforts to reduce such risk even further are 

justified. 

 

The most important improvements made by INVAP in the Research Reactor 

design are focused in the following areas: 

• Minimization of the consequences of the design basis accident 

• Optimization of the control rod drive system 

• Redundancy of the reactor shutdown system 

• Optimization of reactor fuel elements positioning in the core grid  

• Optimization of core cooling flow direction for high power reactors 

• Optimization of the reactor building 

• State-of-the-art instrumentation and control system 

 

Present research reactor designs have been tailored to account for current 

international requirements and recommendations, and to comply with the most 

demanding safety regulations. The fundamental safety objective in the design of 

research reactors is the protection of individuals, society and the environment from 

harmful effects of radiation. A "defense-in-depth" approach is applied throughout 

the facility, providing multiple levels of protection against the accidental release of 

radioactive materials. All systems and structures are designed with adequate 

safety margins to assure they will behave properly under anticipated operational 

occurrences and accident conditions.  

The reactor design must ensure that during all possible operational states radiation 

exposure of site personal and the public remains bellow prescribed limits and kept 

as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). 
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2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF A RESEARCH REACTOR 

 

Figure 1 shows some components of interest for the present report. (Note: we call 

“conventional” reactor a research reactor without the safety improvements 

described in this paper). 

 

Reactor Pool  Water level Siphon breaker Bridge Mechanism 

 
Reactor Flap   Coolant Reactor  Beam  Control 
Block  Valve  Outlet Pipe Core  Tube  Rod Guide 
 

 
Fig. 1: Certain characteristics of “conventional” Research Reactors 

 

Most research reactors in operation in these days are of the “open pool” type with 

the reactor core located at the bottom of an open reactor pool 
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The core and the reflectors are placed close to the bottom of the reactor pool, 

immersed in light water that provides shielding against radiation.  

Forced circulating cooling water (primary cooling system) removes the fission heat 

generated in the core fuel elements.  

The reactor pool water also houses the reflectors, rigs for irradiation purposes, as 

well as support structures and other systems components.  

 

The water from the cooling system enters and exits the pool through inverted “U”-

shaped pipelines. The shape of the pipelines is aimed at minimizing pool 

penetration below the upper level of the reactor core, to keep the core covered 

with water in the event of any accidental “loss of coolant water”. 

 

During an abnormal condition that could result in the loss of the forced circulation, 

core cooling by “natural circulation” is established in the portion of the primary 

cooling system inside the pool. The reactor pool has a large water inventory that 

provides a substantial autonomy to these systems. No participation of other 

external systems or sources of power are required to maintain the core, as well as 

the reflector and rigs adequately cooled in these conditions, providing time for 

appropriate handling of the situation. 

 

Irradiation beams located at core mid-level allow removal of neutron beams for 

“neutron scattering” experiments. Since the maximum neutron flux is obtained at 

approximately core mid-height, the neutron beams are located at such level.  

 

The reactor power control and the reactor shutdown system are based on the 

utilization of “control rods” (typically they are of the type: “control blade absorber 

material”), which are inserted in the reactor core. 

Control rods movement is done through the “control rod drive mechanisms”; 

traditionally located at the “bridge mechanism”. The later is generally located at the 

pool upper surface. 
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3. MINIMIZATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE DESIGN BASIS 
ACCIDENT 

In pool-type research reactor, the postulated design basis accident is usually the 

uncovering of the core, that is, when due to an abnormal condition, the core (or 

part of it) is left without its cooling water cover, that is, becomes uncovered. 

 

Although in an accident situation the reactor shutdown system will automatically 

lead to reactor shutdown – it means that no power is being generated from that 

moment on - the heat stored in the fuel elements, although of lesser proportions, 

must be removed. It implies that the core must remain covered with water to 

prevent an excessive rise in its temperature.  

In case the core becomes uncovered, the heat generated through the decay power 

of the fuel elements could result in the melting of part of the core and potential 

release of radioactive material to the environment; even when research reactors 

have an obviously lowl potential hazard to the public. 

The core uncover would also render the damaged fuel elements useless and 

would require the further cleaning and decontamination of the reactor pool inner 

components.  

 

Core fuel elements would be damaged if they are left without cooling water for a 

certain period of time (after the reactor has been running at power for a long period 

of time). 

It is thus essential to minimize, through the design, the possibility of the reactor 

pool being emptied, without affecting the operational capabilities and flexibility of 

the reactor.  

 

In the event of any accident situation or reduction of water level in the reactor pool, 

the reactor’s shutdown system will automatically trigger a scram. If the reactor core 

is kept covered with water after the scram is triggered, nothing will happen to the 

fuel elements.  

 

In all pool reactors, the pool could only be emptied in case of any of the following 

events:  
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• Breaking of a pipeline from the primary system which may empty the reactor 

pool through siphon-effect; and  

• Breaking of the irradiation beams or other penetration below the reactor core 

level.  

4.  RESEARCH REACTORS SAFETY FEATURES 

4.1  REACTOR’S PENETRATIONS 

4.1.1 Traditional Design 

For the last 20 years, penetrations to the reactor pool tank have been restricted to: 

 

• Coolant inlet and outlet lines located above the reactor core, with inverted 

“U”-shaped pipelines.  

These pipes are provided with siphon-effect breakers, which prevent the 

accidental loss of reactor pool water as a consequence of siphon-effect in case 

of a rupture of piping located outside the pool. The siphon-effect breakers are 

small holes in the pipelines that are normally covered by water thus not 

affecting water circulation. In case of a rupture when water reaches the level of 

the hole, air is suctioned instead of water and the siphon-effect stops. 

 

• Irradiation beams: The reactor has irradiation beams, which penetrates the 

pool. A break in these beams does result in a core uncovering up to the core 

mid-level, becoming the only situation, which could lead to core fuel elements 

uncovering. If prior to the break the reactor was operating at full power for a 

long period this situation could lead to fuel damage (“melting”). 

In order to avoid or minimize this situation, most research reactors traditionally 

include for the event of a break in its beam tube the following features: 

• An airtight removable outer seal included in all beams for when the beam is 

not in use. 

• The use of double tubing for the case when the neutron beam tube is in 

use. 
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Then, in a “conventional” research reactor the only pool tank penetrations that 

could lead to core uncovering are those of the “neutron beam tubes”. 

4.1.2 INVAP’s Design 

In present INVAP design, and in order to cope with the “Irradiation Beam Rupture”, 

a design improvement has been developed. The adopted improvement depends 

on the maximum thermal power that the reactor could reach. 

4.1.2.1 Thermal Reactor Power Less than 10 MW 

A casing (tank) has been placed around the core of the reactor to core uncovering 

and thus loss of cooling water in the event of the breaking of the irradiation beam 

tube. This casing tank is called “core skirt”. 

 

Pool Wall Fuel Element     Core Skirt 

 
 

Beam Tube  Fuel Grid    Core supporting structure 
 

Figure 2: Reactor Core Casing 
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The core skirt is a structure of square cross section with horizontal reinforcements 

on the outside. The core skirt constitutes an internal wall of the core grid serving 

as interface and providing physical independence between the outer reflector and 

the primary cooling system light water when flowing through the core. 

 

To compensate the water evaporation and guarantee that the core remains under 

water even for long periods, an Emergency Make-up Water System injects water 

inside the “core skirt”. 

 

Should the reactor pool be emptied, the core skirt will keep sufficient water volume 

to guarantee the proper cooling of the fuel elements.  

 

 

4.1.2.2 Thermal Reactor Power Higher than 10 MW 

 

A core chimney surrounds the reactor core, containing and supporting the reactor 

core and the reactor grid. This chimney is a structure of square cross section with 

horizontal reinforcements on the outside and it comprises an upper part and a 

lower part. The lower part of the chimney constitutes an internal wall of the core 

grid serving as interface between the outer reflector and the primary cooling 

system light water when flowing through the core. The upper part of the chimney 

has a lateral branch that connects with the primary cooling system outlet pipe, 

which is supported by a metallic structure firmly attached to the reactor pool. 

 

To compensate the water evaporation and guarantee that the core remains under 

water even for long periods, an Emergency Make-up Water System injects water 

in the Primary Cooling System return lines. 
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Outlet pipe 

Flap valves 

Inlet pipe 

Upper chimney 

Core 

 

Lower chimney

Inlet plenum 
Core grid
 
Figure 3: Reactor Core Chimney 

 
 
 

4.2 COOLANT FLOW DIRECTION 

Low power conventional reactors use “downward” coolant flow f

operation. If a failure in the core cooling system occurred, 

automatically and natural circulation flow is established. This 

flow is in the upward direction; therefore a flow direction inversion

 

During coolant flow inversion, the coolant flow downward veloc

until the flow reverses and coolant moves in the upward direction
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If the reactor has a nominal thermal power higher than 10 MW, and it has been 

operating for a long period before coolant inversion takes place, damage to the 

fuel elements (due to coolant flow reversal) could take place. Research reactors 

with thermal power lower than 10 MW can cope with this flow inversion and, then, 

downward coolant flow could be safely used, with properly defined pump inertia 

flywheels. 

 

For reactor thermal power higher than 10 MW and to avoid this situation most 

“conventional” research reactor used “diesel generators” to provide electric power 

supply to the pumps and maintain the downward flow. Such systems are 

expensive machines that must have a careful maintenance record during its life. 

They are active systems prone to failure and therefore, may not fulfill their 

intended function when required. 

 

To avoid using “diesel generators”, INVAP’s design adopts the forced upward 

direction for the primary coolant system and, in this way; no flow inversion takes 

place when the forced coolant flow is stopped. This represents a great advantage, 

from the maintenance and safety-operation point of view, and it is possible due to 

the utilization of the chimney surrounding the reactor core. It has the drawback of 

the potential for the active water coming from the core to reach the top of the pool. 

 

During normal operation and to prevent the active water from reaching the top of 

the reactor pool, the main return line has an interconnection line with the reactor 

pool cooling system that diverts a fraction of the core cooling flow, producing a 

downward flow at the top of the chimney. The circuit includes a decay tank for 

nitrogen-16 and a detector for fuel cladding failure. 

A reactor pool “hot-layer” system provides additional protection against radiation 

emitted by impurities that could reach the pool water surface. 
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Fig. 4: Core cooling during normal operation 
 

In the case of abnormal situations with loss of forced Primary Cooling System flow, 

the Primary Cooling System turns automatically from forced convection into natural 

circulation cooling with no change in the direction of coolant flow. 

 

The Primary Cooling System is provided with flap valves located inside the reactor 

pool, at the pipelines that return cooling water to the reactor pool.  

During normal operation, the flap valves are maintained in closed position by the 

pressure of primary coolant flow. In the case of Primary Cooling System pumps 

shutdown, or pump or electric supply failure, interruption of pump pressure results 
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in the opening of the flap valves, which in turn allows the natural circulation of 

reactor pool water driven by the temperature difference between the core and the 

pool water.  

Natural circulation through the core, in the upward direction, transfers core decay 

heat to the reactor pool. Inertia flywheels on the centrifugal pumps of the primary 

cooling system provide appropriate cooling during the transition from forced 

cooling to natural circulation cooling regime.  

 

It is worth noticing that these flap valves both act as siphon-effect breakers and 

allow natural circulation through the core. Two of them are placed in each return 

line and at different heights, providing redundancy and assuring that natural 

circulation is established even in the case of a loss of coolant accident. 

 

Flap Valves

Cooling Inlet Pipe

 

 

O

Reactor Core
 

Fig. 5: Schematic of the Natural Circulation Lo
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5. CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM 

Reactivity control elements are the neutron absorber control rods plates driven by 

the control rod drive mechanisms. The active components of the control rods are 

the control plates made of neutron absorbing elements that can regulate the 

reactor power or shut down the reactor.  

During normal operation control rods are used for power regulation. During reactor 

shutdown or scram all rods are inserted into the core. 

 

Conventional research reactors have the following control rod drive mechanism 

design:  

• Control rod mechanisms are located above the reactor pool, therefore, among 

other things, the control rod guides that transmit the movement between the 

mechanism and the neutron absorber plate (placed in the core) must travel a 

considerable length between the mechanism and the absorber plates. 

• The structure supporting the mechanisms (“bridge mechanism”) – of 

considerable size and weight – is located above the reactor core and at the 

level of the pool surface, in corbel or bridge style. 

 

5.1 BRIDGE MECHANISM 

 

The location of the control rod drive mechanisms on the “bridge mechanism” 

makes them easily accessible for mechanical maintenance works.  

Nevertheless, the drawback in this type of design is that the control rod guides in 

charge of transmitting movement between the mechanism and the rods (placed in 

the core) have to travel the considerable length between the mechanism and the 

rods (7 to 10 m).  

 

Such a considerable distance between the mechanism and the rod has a first 

drawback that the necessary vertical (mechanism – rod) aligning to guarantee the 

adequate introduction of the rod proves not to be an easy task.  
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Nevertheless, the main obstacle brought by this design lies in the fact that, in the 

event of an earthquake, it may lose its proper alignment and hamper and in some 

cases even prevent the insertion of the control rods, and, thus, reactor shutdown.  

 

5.2 INVAP’S IMPROVEMENT TO THE DESIGN 

 

The improved INVAP’s research reactors designed places the control rod drive 

mechanisms below the reactor pool in a “mechanism room” (please see Figure 6). 

 

The rods are driven by the mechanisms, and their “withdrawn position” is above 

the reactor core. 

In the case of reactor shutdown, the rods are introduced falling through gravity, as 

in the older design (with the bridge mechanism above the reactor pool surface). 

 

The great advantage of this type of design is that the drive mechanisms for the 

control rods are quite close to the rods, thus representing a solid structure. In the 

event of a strong quake, the likelihood of movement between the mechanisms and 

the rods is very low.  

 

Another great advantage of the design proposed by INVAP is that – since no 

mechanism bridge is required – the reactor pool surface is free for easy pool 

access. This is of significance in a training, research and radioisotope production 

reactor, for the three activities require constant access to the reactor core and 

inner components.  

 

A reactor with a mechanism bridge hampers the access to the core and inner 

components, not only because the control rod guides make it difficult to move but 

also because extreme care must be taken at all times to avoid disarranging the 

system. 
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Fig. 6: Control Rod Drive Mechanisms Room
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The only situation in which there could be a water leak from the reactor pool to this 

room is in the event of failure in the airtight double seals of the control rod and fuel 

element-binding guides. Leak detectors are supplied for surveillance purposes. 

 

The Mechanism Room has been designed with the following characteristics for the 

event of it being flooded with water from the reactor pool: 

• The room is fully watertight. Its walls are coated with epoxy-paint.  

• Its door – which must remain closed during reactor operation – is watertight.  

• The room’s volume is much lower than that of the upper half of the reactor pool, 

in the worst situation only an insignificant volume of the reactor pool would be 

emptied (in case of a seal failure). When due to any circumstance the water 

level from the reactor pool falls below a certain level, audio and visual (light) 

alarms are triggered in the Control Room of the reactor; and the reactor will be 

automatically shutdown. 

 

The proposed design eliminates the mechanism bridge structure over the reactor 

pool surface. In the case of facilities using it, the structure poses a serious risk in 

the event of a strong earthquake, since it could fall to the bottom of the reactor 

pool, breaking or damaging irradiation beam tubes or fuel elements. 

 

The first time INVAP used this control rod mechanism design, i.e. Egyptian 

Reactor ETRR-2, it was not possible to access the mechanisms with the reactor at 

full power. This was not a serious difficulty, since the mechanisms require 

minimum maintenance and this is not carried out with the reactor in operation, 

regardless of the design type adopted. At present the design of the “Mechanism 

Room” shielding has been improved so that it is allow to access the mechanism 

with the reactor at full-power; e.g. Australian Reactor RRR. 

 

6. BINDING OF FUEL ELEMENTS 

Conventional research reactors, generally have the fuel elements that make up the 

reactor core supported on a reactor grid, inserted in orifices provided for such 

purpose. Fuel elements are just resting on the core grid. 
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INVAP’s design of research reactors with coolant flow in the upward direction, 

includes the binding of the fuel elements to the core reactor grid by means of a 

clamp located in the Mechanism Room.  

 

In the event of a seism, fuel elements can not come loose and fall into the pool. In 

a conventional research reactor design, should several fuel elements fall together, 

they might be sufficient to add up to initiate a critical mass.  

 

Our design, has the drawback of low level penetrations to the reactor pool for the 

mechanical system that clamp each fuel element, although – as explained for the 

case of control rod mechanisms – they do not pose a threat to the safety of the 

installation.  

 

For research reactors with a high coolant upward flow velocity (such as the 

Australian reactor under construction); these clamping design assure that the fuel 

elements will not be moved by the coolant from its position in the core grid. 

 

7. REACTOR SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 

Research reactors currently in operation have in general a single shutdown system 

based on the insertion of the control rods through gravity. Nevertheless, 

International Atomic Energy Agency currently recommends the use of two 

shutdown systems fully independent from each other to guarantee that in the event 

of failure on one of them the second will proceed to shut down the reactor.  

 

Following this recommendation, present design of INVAP’s research reactors is 

equipped with two fully independent shutdown systems. 
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7.1 FIRST SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 

The first shutdown system consists of the conventional absorber plates, which 

make up the reactor’s control rods. These are released upon a scram signal, to fall 

through gravity, and are assisted with compressed air for swifter reactor shutdown.  

First Shutdown System
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Fig. 7: Fast insertion of control rods (typical values) 
 

7.2 SECOND SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 

The second shutdown system provides an alternate, diverse, and independent 

means to the first shutdown system. 

 

If the reactor reflector is graphite or beryllium, the second shutdown system 

consists of the release of a gadolinium nitrate solution from storage tanks into 

chambers. These chambers are located within the walls of the core “skirt” (for 

thermal reactor power of less than 10 MW) or within the core chimney (for thermal 

reactor power higher than 10 MW), and the strong neutron absorption of the 

solution injected guarantees immediate reactor shutdown.  

 

If the reactor reflector is heavy water (which is contained within a reflector vessel), 

the second shutdown system consists of partially emptying the reflector vessel by 

dumping the reflector heavy water into a storage tank beneath the core.  In the 

absence of reflector material the neutron loses are high enough to drive the core to 

a sub-critical condition and producing the required shutdown. 
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Second Shutdown System
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Fig. 9: Reflector drainage (typical values) 
 

Note: it is important to point out that for most reactor core configuration (solid or 

heavy water reflector), the bare core, without reflector, is sub-critical so the 

presence of the reflector is necessary to maintain the nuclear reaction chain. 

8. OPTIMISATION OF THE REACTOR BUILDING 

8.2 REACTOR BUILDING 

The reactor building has also been improved taking into account external events, 

the most significant of which are seismic events and aircraft impacts. The latter 

changed in designed was done before September 11.  

Designing for seismic events is standard practice for all nuclear reactors and the 

approach adopted for the facility is generally the same as that adopted elsewhere 

in the world. 

With reference to the effects of a light aircraft crash, the building design that 

INVAP adopted, has two layers of physical protection: an aircraft impact grillage 

external to the Reactor Building and the Reactor Building structure. This grillage 

works in conjunction with the Reactor Building structure to ensure that in the 

unlikely event of a light aircraft crash, the reactor can be shutdown and maintained 

in a safe condition. In practice, there is no actual penetration of the Reactor 

Building and no scabbing on the internal surfaces as a result of a light aircraft 

crash. As such, there is considerable margin available in the design to allow for 

impacts larger than a light aircraft. 
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Aircraft Impact   Reactor 

Steel Frame Grillage  Building 

 

Fig. 10: Reactor building (cross view) 
 

8.2 REACTOR CONTAINMENT 

The facility incorporates a Reactor Containment that forms a barrier to the release 

of radioactive material to the environment in the highly unlikely event of a reactor 

accident involving fuel damage. In the highly unlikely event of a release of 

radioactive material within the Reactor Containment, the Reactor Protection 
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System (RPS), initiates containment isolation. A Containment Energy Removal 

System (CERS) is provided; this system removes heat from within the 

containment, minimizing any pressure increase following isolation and thus 

minimizing leakage from the containment to the environment. 

A Containment Pressure Relief and Filtered Venting System (CPRFVS) ensure 

that the containment boundary structure is maintained in the event of the failure of 

the CERS and over-pressurization of the Reactor Containment. It also provides a 

means of manually controlled filtered venting of the Reactor Containment as an 

accident management measure in the highly unlikely event of a beyond design 

basis severe reactor accident. This system discharges through the ventilation 

stack, which is usually approximately 45 meters high. 

A Containment Vacuum Relief System (CVRS) is also provided. Similar to the 

CPRFVS, the CVRS ensures that the containment boundary structure is 

maintained in the event of the under-pressurization of the Reactor Containment. 

Such an event could arise as result of changes in the atmospheric pressure 

simultaneous with the containment being isolated. 

 

Typical performance data with respect to leakage: 

• Less than 0.2% release due to temperature and/or humidity induced over 

pressure  

• Less than 2% per day release due to barometric pressure fluctuations  

• Therefore, maximum total release, under the most severe ambient 

conditions, is less than 2.2 % per day  

• Release of radioactivity to the environment is almost independent of the 

permeability of the physical barrier  
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Fig. 11: REACTOR CONTAINMENT
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9. INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

The Instrumentation and control of this reactor utilizes state-of-the art digital 

control systems and control room design. 

The design is based on a distributed control system, which uses communications 

networks. The system makes use of the latest technology in the field of signal 

gathering and analysis at the time it was conceived.  

 

This type of configuration has the following advantages, among others:  

• Expandable at not greater cost in the event of new process requirements for 

system control,  

• Easily re-configured, 

• High system availability due to its configuration based on redundant networks,  

• Large numbers of mimic process diagrams shown on computer monitors, who 

apart from assisting the personnel from the Control Room allow to easily 

determine the state of the different plant systems. 

• The system provides the Control Room operator with online aid guiding him/her 

through the different reactor operation modes.  

• The system has historical operating records, which allow among other things to 

carry out a detailed analysis of operation incidents.  

• The system allows carrying out an alarm pre-processing, classifying them as to 

their relevance. This contributes to the work of the operator, simplifying signal 

interpretation.  

• It is a modular system, which makes maintenance a very simple task.  

• Industrial components are used whenever possible so as to have a wide variety 

of suppliers and the use of components with a large number of hours of use 

(thus achieving less spare-part diversity).    

• Test tools are supplied for the entire system, thus increasing the reliability of the 

system through early failure detection. Many of these tools are used in 

maintenance operations and operate automatically.  

 

Field communications through the Field Units distributed within the plant 

significantly reduce cable layout within the reactor.  
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The installation of Supervision Units allows having practically all the information on 

the state of the plant at any place.  

 

The Instrumentation and Control System may be subdivided into three systems:  

• Supervision and Control System 

• Reactor Protection System 

• Post Accident Monitoring System 

 

8.1 SUPERVISION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

The Supervision and Control System includes all components required to control 

the reactor during standard operation or in the event of an accident.  

The system is based on the use of intelligent microprocessors distributed 

throughout the plant. These microprocessors pick signals related to nuclear, 

conventional or radiological protection detectors.  

 

The system carries out the following actions, among others:  

• Automatic operating power regulation through the Automatic Pilot System. 

• In the event of conditions not meeting standard operating limits, the system 

triggers sound and visual alarms to call the attention of the operator.  

• In the event of limit conditions or when certain conditions are not met, the 

system automatically carries out the following (without operator intervention and 

without the latter being able to prevent it):  

• Power reduction 

• Automatic reactor shutdown through bank insertion 

 

It is important to notice that the first action increases the reactor availability while 

the second one reduces SCRAM actions. 

8.2 PROTECTION SYSTEM 

The Reactor Protection System comprises all electric, electronic and mechanic 

systems involved in the production of signals associated to reactor protection 
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functions. It is based on the gathering of many field signals, their analysis and 

further reactor shutdown should risk situations be detected.  

 

The Reactor Protection System produces the automatic reactor shutdown by 

triggering the first shutdown system (swift control rod insertion) or the triggering of 

the second shutdown system (injection of a gadolinium solution or reflector 

dumping). The system monitors all neutron, thermal-hydraulic, radiological 

protection and seismic variables. 

 

The triggering values of the safety variables are entered through a panel directly in 

engineering values, so as to render the adjustment of system parameters simpler 

and safer. 

 

The system has three independent and redundant measuring channels for each 

safety-related signal. Each measuring channel has its own signal sensor, 

translator and conditioner. Each of the three redundancies has also their own 

power un-interruptible source. 

 

The Protection System is kept fully isolated from the rest of the systems that make 

up the Reactor’s Supervision and Control System. 

8.3 POST-ACCIDENT MONITORING SYSTEM 

 

This system supplies information about the evolution of the main parameters after 

an accident occurrence without taking actions. 

 

It reports the state of the core, the water level inside the chimney, the radiation 

level in pre-selected positions and gives information on the Emergency Make-up 

Water System triggering. 
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